The restriction of disconnecting debugger is added as follows.

2.11.4 Restrictions on Disconnecting OCD Emulator (for RA6M1, RA6M2, RA6M3, RA6T1, RA4M1, RA4W1)
2.13.3 Restrictions on Disconnecting OCD Emulator (for RA6M4, RA6M5, RA6E1, RA6T2, RA4M2, RA4M3)
2.12.4 Restrictions on Disconnecting OCD Emulator (for RA6E2, RA6T3, RA4E2, RA4T1)
2.12.3 Restrictions on Disconnecting OCD Emulator (for RA4E1)

After disconnecting OCD emulator, a device can't fully transfer to Software Standby mode. On this situation, power consumption doesn't decrease as expected, because some low-consumption features don't work.